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"The specimens, as issues of beauty, are vastly to be prized…. The paintings is efficacious and
unique." —The Boston Globe, at the unique version Culled and assembled via Romeyn Beck
Hough among 1888 and 1913 in what nonetheless is still and wonderful and exceptional
achievement, American Woods —originally released in 14 volumes, with genuine specimens
fixed on card stock—is a piece of breathtaking good looks that has set the traditional for research
of timber and wood. TASCHEN’s wooden ebook reproduces, in painstaking facsimile, the entire
The Woodbook specimen pages from the unique volumes; for this function now we have
received using an incredibly infrequent unique set of volumes in first-class condition, with
minimum harm to the wooden cuts. for every tree, 3 varied cross-section cuts of wooden are
represented (radial, horizontal, and vertical), demonstrating the actual features of the grain and
the wealth of colours and textures to be came upon one of the various wooden types.
additionally integrated during this specific version are lithographs via Charles Sprague Sargent
of the leaves and nuts of such a lot trees, in addition to texts describing the trees’ geographical
origins and actual characteristics. inside designers, craftsmen, nature enthusiasts, and artists
alike will get pleasure from this pretty number of wooden samples inclusive of many timber
which are now very infrequent or thoroughly extinct.
this can be an amazing ebook to appear via in case you prefer to examine wood. initially
released within the overdue 1800's as a fifteen quantity set (only 14 have been released seeing
that he died) with real wooden items in it, this reprint is one fats quantity choked with pictures. I
overlook precisely what number species are proven - approximately 400, i feel - from North
America, even if there are a few imports & naturalized trees, too. (It's now not 'woods of the
world'.) every one is proven in attractive colour in three varied cuts; cross, radial & transverse.
From my event with a number of the woods, the colours are precise & typical.Each species will
get not less than 2 pages, dealing with every The Woodbook one other. One part has the
images of the three cuts, the opposing face has a drawing of the leaves, twigs & fruit (usually) &
brief description. the outline can be three times as lengthy (which will be helpful) however it is in
three diversified languages; English, German & French. the genuine draw back is the drawings
& lettering are performed in gold opposed to a black background, which i locate tricky to work
out or learn occasionally because of glare & older eyes.The different problem to the publication
is minor to such a lot people, yet could be a challenge for the fanatic - they saved Hough's
unique classifications of all of the woods, this means that a few species aren't thoroughly
named. occasionally it is crucial to appear a wooden up by means of its universal name, except
you're conversant sufficient to grasp the unique classification. i am not, yet have not had an
excessive amount of difficulty taking a look whatever up.All in all, it's not my top reference,
however it is used as one. typically I similar to to examine the gorgeous images occasionally,
though! you will see that all of the web page plates
here:http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/specialcollec...A speedy review with a few photographs are
here:http://www.nypl.org/blog/2012/03/12/h...
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